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It is a center concerned with the process of defining the knowledge management system as an important management model to move from traditional economic resources to an inexhaustible new source it is the knowledge. The knowledge importance component in the present age. The Center is interested in spreading the culture of knowledge exchange between different nations as International and people in the same country. The Center is located in my country Sudan as an effective starting point for me. We are seeking to open branches of the Center in a number of Arab and African countries. Through its contacts with European countries, the center seeks to establish a partnership with some local organizations and universities in Norway.

Through the Center's activity, the center is concerned with the fourth goal of the sustainable development goals. It is the quality of education and as a challenge to the quality of education. It is to provide education and knowledge as an open source to some countries that need knowledge to promote their people and strengthen their economy. Because we believe that education and knowledge contribute to the promotion sustainable development goals proposed by the United Nations.

As a challenge in the implementation of sustainable development goals we need to provide opportunities for the dissemination of knowledge but with good content and applicable in some countries and in some peoples, there are a number of questions, namely how to provide good content that contributes to the promotion of sustainable development goals in relation to the fourth goal of the quality of education. (I) How to provide good content. (II) How to have this content suitable with some countries. (III) How to link the quality of content and the importance of knowledge. (IV) Provide these elements openly.

The challenge is that all sectors of society can benefit from open sources for quality education. These resources should include for students, unemployed and artisans. So that the knowledge and the quality of education contribute to the well-being of these peoples that the student finds a good education and the unemployed find new knowledge to help him find job and that the artisans for the development of their profession and the creation of new professions appropriate to market requirements.